Technical Planning Committee Meeting  
Thursday, January 12, 2017

Meeting Notes

From the November 2016 Meeting

As result of the November 2016 TPC meeting, a motion has submitted to ISI for consideration at the April 2017 HOD meeting:

**Proposed motion:** ISI will sanction the following LSC championship meets during the 12-month period beginning September 1st and ending August 31st: **two** ISi Winter Regional Finals, the ISi Age Group Short Course Championships, the ISi Short Course Championships, **one** ISi Summer Regional Finals, and the ISi Long Course Championships. (Bobby)

*Purpose:* If this motion passes, the number of Winter Regional meets sanctioned by ISI will be two instead of three and the number of Summer Regional meets will be one instead of two. At the 2016 Fall HOD, legislation was passed requiring the Technical Planning Committee to develop qualifying times for Regional meets. By doing this, fewer swimmers within ISI will be eligible to attend these Regional meets. Consequently, the LSC does not need to sanction as many Regional meets each season.

*Work to be done:* After discussing this, the TPC wants Bobby to work with Curt to re-write this motion so that this policy does not specify the number of championship meet sanctioned by ISI each year.

Annual Review of ISI Championship Meet

**Section K II – Names of ISI Championship Meets**

**Proposed: Change Regional Finals to Silver Championships**

- ISI Winter Silver Championships *(Instead of ISI Winter Regional Finals)*
- ISI Summer Silver Championships *(Instead of ISI Summer Regional Finals)*

Passed as presented

**ISI Bronze meets**

Discussed the concept of developing a Bronze level competition for swimmer who do not qualify for the LSC’s championships meets. The TPC is concerned about making sure that swimmers who do not qualify for one of the ISI championship meets have opportunities to compete. After some discussion, at this time the TPC is not ready to move forward with developing another tier of championship meet. This concept will be table until after the Silver Championship meets have been run for at least one year or more.

**Section K II A 5 – Order of Events, Types of Meet and Awards**

(a) Order of Events

**Proposed: Change the order of event for Regional Finals (now called the Silver Championships)**

Passed as presented – modified after the meeting by the TPC through emails that if the summer Silver Championships is a long course meet, the 8 & Under 200 Medley Relay and the 8 & Under 200 Free Relay will be offered since the 100 Medley and 100 Free Relays cannot be offered.

**Proposed: Change Order of Events for ISI Short Course Championships**
Change the order of events so that all relays to swim during the PM sessions. Currently, only the fastest 8 seeded relays swim during the PM sessions.

*After some discussion, it was determine that the fastest 16 seeded relays should compete at night. All other relays will compete during the morning sessions. All three TPC athlete members voiced concerns over changing this so that all relays compete during the evening sessions due to the number of swimmers in the pool during warm ups. Other coaches also expressed the same concern.*

*Passed with the fastest 16 seeded relays should compete at night for the ISI Short Course Championships.*

**Proposed: Change Order of Events for ISI Short Course Championships & move 11-12 to ISI Short Course Championships**

*After a brief discussion, Doug agreed to withdraw this proposal. The TPC in general felt that these meets need to be run for at least a few seasons before making any changes to them.*

**Proposed: Change Order of Events for ISI Long Course Championships**

*After the meeting, it was considered and passed through TPC emails that the fastest 16 seeded relays should also compete at night for the ISI Long Course Championships.*

**(b) Number of events that a swimmer may compete during a meet**

*No changes at this time*

**(c) Determining whether any event or the meet a whole is timed/final event or a prelim/final event**

*No changes at this time*

**(d) Determining the types of awards and when the awards will be presented**

*No changes at this time. The motion to reduce the number of medals presented was withdrawn after a discussion about it.*

**Section K II C 1 – Fees for ISI Championship Meets**

Entry fees shall be set by the Technical Planning Committee, with approval by the Board of Directors. The Technical Planning Committee must set the entry fee by January 31st of the calendar year before the entry fees become effective.

**Proposed: Change the entry fees for these meets to the following**

- Regional: $6.00 for individual *(from $4.00)* and $10.00 for relays *(from $8.00)*
- Age Group and Long Course Champs: $6.00 for individual *(from $5.25)* and $12.00 for relays *(from $10.50)*
- Short Course Champs: $8.00 for individual *(from $5.25)* and $12.00 for relays *(from $10.50)* - Additionally, if this year’s meet is under 300 swimmers, entry fees will be changed to $10.00 for individual events and $15.00 for relay events

*Discussion included that entry fees for ISI Championship meets have not been adjusted for quite some time. During that time, many of these meets have moved from being held at locations such as the Field House pool and Mercer pool to CWRC and the Grinnell pool. It is a fact that the newer facilities cost more to rent. ISI’s response over the years has been to permit teams to charge facility use fees. Many members of the TPC do not feel that this is equitable to the swimmers who are relay only swimmers or those who compete in only a few events. The athletes also voiced a similarly view.*
that they want these meets to be held at the best facilities available and if the entry fees needed to be increased to make this happen, they support the change. The motion was passed after it was amended to the following:

- **Regionals:** $6.00 for individual (from $4.00) and $10.00 for relays (from $8.00)
- **Age Group, Short Course and Long Course Champs:** $8.00 for individual (from $5.25) and $12.00 for relays (from $10.50)

**Additional item**

Bobby suggested that he work with Marie to develop an online evaluation form for ISI Championship meets. This form will be available for all to complete. It cannot take place of the paper evaluation that ISI’s P&P requires, but the feedback received from the online evaluations will complement the feedback received from the paper evaluations. This goal is to provide more feedback to the members of the TPC about the LSC’s championship meets.

*None of the TPC objected to this. Marie and Bobby will have this form available for ISI’s 2017 championship meets.*